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Runescape aggression potions reddit

With the upcoming new aggression potion from the wildlife reconstruction, where the new aggression potion will be the most useful?best xp/hr, best gp/hr? Page 2 comments With the new aggression potion released I would like to see if anyone came up with a good application for them for
afk training/money that was impossible untilPage 2 41 comments Anyone knows the best place to use them? I'm a magician, and now I'm sick of killing the abyss. Looking for the best XP in the game with these potted :)S off 3Page 2 can't find one or any of the ingredients on ge ever. Even
at 100k potion. How can I get this? Page 2 9 comments Just completed the dark beast of the task, using almost 1k cannonballs. Obviously, the potion will be cheaper, but what is offered? It would be good if we had the opportunity to put an end to the effects of potion aggression before their
time was over. It's quite annoying to finish the task with a few minutes of AGG pot left and not being able to get a new one due to the aggressive NPCs surrounding Morvran. Or maybe the way to customize potions so only certain NPCs are aggressive? In any case, this is normal, as long as
there is a way to avoid aggression on your return to Morvran. It developed a 300k xp/hr try harding into 300k xp/hr afking with revo and totally unbalanced skill. This has changed the player's base of expectation to make every monster fighter be like Dark Beasts or Abyssal Demons. Where
they shit out the GP and XP with very little effort. Page 2Posted byu / removed 3 years ago comments So, I've trying to farm out all my old fighter masks I won on the screeching of luck all these centuries ago, and tryign to get to the 99 fighter, however my fighting skills are no surprise, I
prefer to fight 1-3 enemies at a time rather than the whole room ... and I got the abyss of the task today, realized the ID head up to the top of the tower, and saw the guy training, and I patiently waited for him to leave, only killing the crowd who did not agro to him ... After he's gone I start
killing them with no agro pot, just fighting them a handful at a time... Then about 15 kills in another person comes, appears agro pot and then starts talking shit about me for being so bad on a fighter by accident ... Then he orders me to leave, or he will tell me that I am astonished by him...
That's because I decided to train the way I prefer... So.. 1. Aggro pots STUPID, you want it to be a friendly game, and keep pumping out group content... but then also pump out the elements that cause the group to fail. Why would you do that? Not only did agro pots destroy the grouping,
but why am I punished and lose my space to slayer because some asshat decided to use one pot and sit on me?2. My dumb meter rose soon after this guy showwed which means that his report was taken seriously when it was all to ask him to jump worlds. But he calls me a pathetic loser
and being bad in the game, it's 100% fine and not worth dealing with...... Why is failure not considered a jagex problem? There's a feature report that lists destructive behavior, as this guy came, took all my mobs off the shape of me, spending the highest overload, and the highest dose of
prayer updates, as well as a few minutes of increased energy equipment each... So they come and spend all my time not destructive? Guns are not allowed in killer towers because they do the same agro pots do, so why not remove the ability to use agro pots there? Or maybe do
something to discourage the use of pots in highly controversial areas, like pot to reduce defenses, or increase the damage taken, or reduce the increase in adrenaline so they can't clear how quickly... literally any number of ways to balance an agro potion to make it fair to all. Also, I don't
care if people down vote because they don't agree, agro pots are stupid, crashing makes you a horrible person, there was actually a time when you could enter the world with six people in the killer tower all fighting with the same mob and they woudnt fight for them, they'll all share because
they had to, now its endless fight for high-level mobs because jagex does not care. Page 2 41 comments Posted2 years ago 6 comments I can think of Ripper Demons and mamothsPage 2 23 comments comments
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